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Wireless LANs that are deployed in corporations and university campuses can contain a
large number of access points and wireless hosts. In this paper, we develop a scalable ap-
proach that relies on measurements collected by a single monitor for WLAN health monitor-
ing. We propose two metrics, local RTT and local loss rate, that indicate whether a wireless
host experiences performance degradations inside a WLAN, and both can be obtained from
measurements at the single monitor. Preliminary evaluation through data collected by a
monitor at a university gateway router demonstrates the effectiveness of these two metrics.

I. Introduction

Wireless LANs (WLANs) have been widely used in
corporations and university campuses. These WLANs
can involve hundreds or even thousands of access
points (APs), and many more wireless hosts. In a
WLAN of such a scale, users may experience various
performance problems on a daily basis [1]. Monitor-
ing the health of a WLAN to quickly detect and pre-
dict performance degradations is the first step in tak-
ing remedy actions, and hence is crucial to maintain
the health and normal operation of the network.

In this paper, we develop a scalable approach that
relies on measurements collected by a single monitor
for WLAN health monitoring. This monitor is placed
at an aggregation point of a local network, capturing
all traffic coming into and going out of the network. It
has a global view of the network, and hence is at an
ideal location to monitor the health of all hosts inside
the network.

We propose two metrics that indicate whether a
wireless host experiences performance degradations
inside a WLAN. These metrics are local RTT and
local loss rate, representing respectively the delay
and the loss rate a TCP flow experiences inside the
WLAN. Both metrics can be obtained based on mea-
surements at the monitor. Preliminary evaluation
through data collected by a monitor at the University
of Connecticut gateway router indicates the effective-
ness of these two metrics. We are in the process of de-
veloping online forecasting and detection techniques
for WLAN health monitoring based on these two met-
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Figure 1: Measurement setup: a single monitor placed
at an aggregation point of a local network captures in-
coming and outgoing traffic of the network.

rics.
Most existing studies on WLAN monitoring use

distributed air sniffers that are spread out inside a
WLAN (e.g., [1, 2, 3]), while our approach uses a sin-
gle wired monitor at the edge of a network. A sin-
gle wired monitor is also used in [4] for identifying
WLAN traffics from Ethernet traffics, while our study
focuses on WLAN health monitoring.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II describes the problem setting. Section III
presents a high-level description of our approach.
Section IV presents evaluation results using data col-
lected at UConn gateway router. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper and describes future work.

II. Problem Setting

We consider a local network (e.g. a university cam-
pus or an enterprise network), as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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A monitor is placed at an aggregation point (e.g. the
gateway router) of the network, capturing all incom-
ing and outgoing traffic. End hosts inside this network
are connected to wired Ethernet or wireless 802.11
WLAN to access the Internet. Therefore, the moni-
tor captures a mixture of wireless and wired traffic.
Since we are interested in monitoring the health of the
WLAN, we only keep track of wireless traffic at the
monitor. This can be achieved by identifying WLAN
traffic (e.g., using the passive online approach in [4])
or through IP addresses (when a network uses separate
IP address pools for Ethernet and WLAN hosts).

Our goal is to detect WLAN hosts that are experi-
encing performance degradations or are about to expe-
rience performance degradations in realtime through
measurements gathered at the single measurement
point. For this purpose, we must answer the following
two questions: (i) What metrics can we use to indi-
cate the running status of a WLAN host? (ii) Based
on these metrics, how to effectively predict and detect
performance degradations in realtime?

III. Proposed Approach

We analyze the traffic headers collected passively by
the monitor in realtime, and estimate delays and losses
that a WLAN host experiences inside the WLAN.
Based on the estimates, we can identify hosts that suf-
fer from performance degradations. Furthermore, for
each host, by analyzing the estimates over time, we
can detect the change in the performance experienced
by a host, and identify hosts that are about to experi-
ence performance degradations in the near future. In-
spired by [5], we propose two metrics, local RTT and
local loss rate, that measure respectively the delay and
loss rate that a host experiences inside a WLAN.

Fig. 2(a) illustrates how to obtain a sample of lo-
cal RTT. We consider a TCP flow that is from an out-
side server destined to a WLAN host (a typical sce-
nario). Consider a data packet in this TCP flow. Let
td and ta denote respectively the time that this data
packet and its corresponding ACK reaching the wired
monitor. Then (ta − td) is a sample of the local RTT
for the host, as shown in Fig. 2(a). When identifying
a data packet and its corresponding ACK, we further
impose the following additional restrictions to take ac-
count of several practical issues. First, we exclude all
ACKs whose corresponding data packets have been
retransmitted or reordered. Second, we infer whether
delayed-ACK is implemented, and if so, we also ex-
clude the ACKs released due to expiration of delayed-
ACK timers.
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(a) Local RTT.
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(b) Local loss rate.

Figure 3: Cumulative average local RTT and local loss
rate of a host under light and heavy traffics.

To obtain the local loss rate, we first divide time into
intervals. Consider an arbitrary interval for a wireless
host. Let n denote the number of data packets des-
tined to this host. Of these n packets, a packet is a
local loss indicator if and only if it is a retransmission
and its corresponding ACK has not been observed by
the monitor. For instance, in Fig. 2(b), the retrans-
missions of packets i and j are local loss indicators,
while the retransmission of packet k is not. Let nl be
the number of local loss indicators in the time interval.
Then, the local loss rate in the time interval is nl/n.

IV. Performance Evaluation

We evaluate whether local RTT and local loss rate
are effective metrics through experiments conducted
at UConn. The monitor is a commodity PC, equipped
with a DAG card that captures packet headers with
accurate timestamps. This monitor is tapped into
the UConn gateway router and captures all incom-
ing and outgoing traffic. UConn has two types of
WLANs, one is a secure 802.11i/WPA2-enterprise au-
thenticated and encrypted network, and the other is
an open/unsecure public network. We refer to these
two WLANs as secure-WLAN and public-WLAN, re-
spectively. The monitor only captures the traffic to the
secure and public WLANs, and filters out other traf-
fics. We next report evaluation results from a small-
scale controlled experiment and a large-scale uncon-
trolled experiment.

In the small-scale controlled experiment, we mon-
itor the local RTT and local loss rate of a secure-
WLAN host, H , that downloads a large file (using
TCP) from a remote server for 30 minutes under two
settings. One setting has light traffic, where H is the
only host accessing the Internet in the office. The
other setting has heavier traffic, where three more
secure-WLAN hosts in the office also access the In-
ternet, using the same channel and the same AP as
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Figure 2: Illustration of how to obtain local RTT and local loss based on measurement collected at the monitor.
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Figure 4: CDF of local RTT and local loss rates of
UConn secure and public WLANs.

H . Figures 3(a) and (b) plot the cumulative average
local RTT and local loss rate of H under these two
settings. We observe that indeed H experiences larger
local RTTs and local loss rates under heavier traffic,
indicating that these two metrics are good indicators
of the performance experienced by the host.

Our large-scale uncontrolled experiment is con-
ducted on May 5, 2009 during noon time for 30 min-
utes. We observe 2,110 and 1,261 hosts in the secure
and public WLANs, respectively. For each host, we
calculate its average local RTT and local loss rate over
all of its TCP flows within that 30 minutes. Figures 4
(a) and (b) plot the cumulative distribution functions
of local RTT and local loss rate. As expected, hosts
in secure-WLAN tend to experience shorter average
local RTTs and smaller local loss rates than those
in public-WLAN since traffics in public-WLAN also
need to be processed additionally at NAT translation
servers and firewalls. We further investigate flows
with high local loss rates and infer their TCP conges-
tion windows using the techniques proposed in [5].
Our results confirm that local losses are often corre-
lated with decrease in TCP congestion windows.

V. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a scalable approach that
relies on measurements collected at a single measure-
ment point for WLAN health monitoring. We pro-
posed two metrics to measure the delay and loss that
a host experiences inside a WLAN. Preliminary eval-
uation using data collected at UConn gateway router
indicates that these two metrics are effective.

As ongoing work, we are investigating how to use
these two metrics to identify hosts with performance
degradations. We are planning to conduct more con-
trolled experiments to gain insights into the character-
istics of faulty hosts and/or APs.
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